ELOQUENS & ADONIYA present

Over a Cup Of Tea

This Women’s Day join Eloquens and Adoniya as we celebrate the spirit of the Achiever in women. A spirit that is silently underplayed yet beautiful and strong. A day-long multicultural workshop that brings together leading women achievers and interesting activities—dedicated to the spirit of the Achiever!

Date: March 8, 2012

Venue: Adoniya, Fl. 15th Avenue, Harrington Road, Chetpet, Chennai-31

Time: 10 am to 2.00 pm

Registration: Rs 1500 (inclusive of refreshments and lunch)

Contact: 98401 77215 / 98402 85950 for registrations. Please do collect your passes at Adoniya.

WORKSHOP OUTLINES & FACILITATOR PROFILES

Over a Cup Of Tea

Ms. Young Kim, Calligraphy Tutor at India Center (The Korea Cultural and Information Center, Chennai). Calligraphy is not just a symmetrical arrangement of conventional shapes but rather, something like the abstract movements of a refreshingly performed dance: simple, momentous, precise, and the interplay of definite spaces forming to become a honored whole. Korean Modern Calligraphy using special brushes, ink, inkstones, and paper. Korean calligraphy is beautiful in every respect. With just 9 basic strokes, simple, clean lines, clean forms, plain paper, a clean easel, clean water, clean ink, nibs, clean hands, clean surroundings, learn to draw the four precious plants: plum blossom, orchid, chrysanthemum, and bamboo. Ms. Kim is a professional calligrapher from Korea. Ms. Kim has not only participated in prestigious calligraphy exhibitions organized by the Seoul Art Center, Korea.

Sensia Mally Chaterjee is one of the six women who are inviting this mode of art in Chennai. Sensia Mally has travelled extensively and is an excellent photographer, artist and designer.

Bake Your Hearts Out - Chocolate Fudge Brownie Workshop: Ms. Mitha Madhukars

Free Your Quilt: Session on Outliers Parenting by Padmashree Riji Mehta, ex - Med Center for counseling

Lunch: Served with Pamper Package.

Workshop Highlights:

- Expressive Art Therapy with Mr. Babbar Workshop with Sensia Mally Chaterjee
- Be Part Of An Authentic Hmong Calligraphy Workshop by Ms. Young-Sim Kim, Calligraphy Faculty-Life Center, Chennai
- Bake Your Hearts Out - Chocolate Fudge Brownie Workshop with Mitha Madhukars
- Free Your Quilt: Session on Outliers Parenting by Padma Riji Mehta, ex - Med Center for Counseling

Venue: Adoniya, Fl. 15th Avenue, Harrington Road, Chetpet, Chennai-31

Time: 10 am to 2.00 pm

Registration: Rs 1500 (inclusive of refreshments and lunch)

Contact: 98401 77215 / 98402 85950 for registrations. Please do collect your passes at Adoniya.